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We study a conjecture of Grothendieck on bilinear forms on a C*-algebra @. 
We prove that every “approximable” operator from /X into oT* factors through 
a Ililbert space, and we describe the factorization. In the commutative case, this 
is known as Grothendieck’s theorem. These results enable us to prove a con- 
jecture of Ringrose on operators on a C*-algebra. In the Appendix, we present 
a new proof of Grothendieck’s inequality which gives an improved upper bound 
for the so-called Grothendieck constant KG. 
One of the various reformulations of Grothendieck’s “fundamental theorem 
of the metric theory of tensor products” is as follows: Let M be a locally compact 
space and let C(M) denote the Banach space of continuous functions on M which 
tend to zero at infinity. For any bounded bilinear form u on C(M) x C(M), 
there exist probability measures A, p on M such that 
where K is an absolute constant, the best value of which is referred to as Grothen- 
dieck’s constant: KG . 
In [2, Question 4, p. 731 Grothendieck asked if one can replace in the above 
theorem the space C(M) by a C*-algebra 0T, the concIusion being changed to 
V(N, y) E Gr x a, I 4~ r)l < K II u IIMI x I’) . &I Y I”Y”, 
wheref and g are positive linear forms of norm 1 on a, and where the “modulus” 
is defined on 6Y by 
vx E cz, 1 x 1 = ((xx* f x*x)/2)1/s 
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(Grothendieck’s formulation is slightly different, but clearly equivalent to ours, 
modulo a few misprints). 
In particular it follows from this conjecture that any operator from a C*- 
algebra CZ to its dual a* can be factored through a Hilbert space. Grothendieck 
states in [2] a finite-dimensional version of his conjecture; it is this version which 
we prove below. 
In Section 1, we work in the setting of cotype 2 spaces, and we extend a 
theorem of Maurey [5] to the noncommutative case. In Section 2, we give the 
application to C*-algebras; we consider there the formulation of Grothendieck 
as described above. Unfortunately, we do not prove the result in full generality; 
we need an assumption of ‘approximability” of the bilinear form u by “finite 
rank” bilinear forms. In [2, p. 731, Grothendieck explicitly writes that the general 
case reduces to the finite-dimensional one (which we have settled), but we do 
not see why. 
Finally, we prove a conjecture of Ringrose [6] on linear operators between C*- 
algebras, as a corollary of the preceding results. A consequence of these results is: 
Every “apprdximable” operator from a C*-algebra a to the dual g* of a C*- 
algebra a factors through a Hilbert space. This result has been established by 
Tomczak- Jaegermann [8] ( using Maurey’s theorem) when one of the two C*- 
algebras is assumed commutative. 
In the appendix we give a new proof of Grothendieck’s inequality in the case 
of complex scalars improving the estimate of the complex constant-denoted 
Kc”-down to KGc < el-Y, where y is the Euler constant. This shows that 
KGc < a/2, contrarily to what is printed in [2, p. 591. Using some very recent 
results of J. L. Krivine, one can deduce from the above estimate an improvement 
on the known upper bound for the real Grothendieck constant. The previous 
best known estimates were given in [I 1, 161. 
Except for some classical facts on C*-algebras (such as Fact 3 in Section 0) 
the paper is self-contained. 
I am indebted to A. Pelczynski for kindly bringing [6] to my attention after 
a first draft of Section 1 had been completed. 
PRELIMINARY FACTS AND NOTATIONS 
We recall some elementary and well-known facts which we use in the sequel. 
Let GY be a C*-algebra, we denote G&, the set of Hermitian elements in Q!. 
FACT 1. VA sol, (A + A*)* < 2(AAX + A*A). 
Proof. Write ((A - A*)/i)2 >, 0. 
FACT 2. VA,BE&,ABA<~~BI/A~. 
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Proof. We can assume that CpG has an identity element I. We have B < 
11 B 111, therefore ABA < 11 B II AZ. 
FACT 3. Let f be a bounded linear form on a. We can write f = fi+ - fi- + 
i(fi+ - fi-), where fj* (j = 1,2) are positive linear forms on a, and 
II fj’ -fj- II = llfj’ I1 + Ilfj- II < Ilf I’) forj = 19 2. 
Proof. We can write f = fi + if2 with Hermitian linear forms fi , fi defined 
by 
vx E a?, 2fd4 =f (4 +f (x*1* %f&) = f (4 - f cx*>. 
For the remaining decomposition, see [3] or [l, p. 401. 
We use the following notation: If CPI is a C*-algebra and f a positive linear form 
on @, we can consider on Gsd the inner product defined by 
'dx,YEm (X> Y> = f ((x*Y -I- YXV2). 
With this structure GE is pre-Hilbertian except that it is not a HausdortI space. 
By passing to the quotient G’/{x E G? / (x, x) = 0} we obtain a pre-Hilbertian 
(Hausdorff) space. We denote the completion of this space by L,(Q?, f). The 
natural injection from @to L,(c?I f) is d enoted by Jf. Obviously one has 
VXECT, II Jf(x)ll = {f ((X*x + ~~*>/2)~““; 
therefore, 
II Jf II < llflll’z. 
Last, we adopt throughout the entire paper the notation 
1 x 1 = ((X*X + xX*)/2)112. 
In the case in which x is Hermitian, this coincides with the usual definition of 
the modulus. 
Finally, recall that, if 0 <p < co, an operator u: X-t Y is called p-absolutely 
summing if there is a constant h such that C 11 u(x# < h” max{C I [(xJIP; 6 E X*, 
/I 5 11 < I} for any finite sequence (xi) of elements of X; the smallest of such 
constants h is denoted rrp(u). 
1. SPACES OF COTYPE 2 
DEFINITION 1.1. A Banach space E is called of cotype 2 if there exists a 
constant C such that for any finite sequence (xihsn of elements of E one has 
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where (rJioN denotes the Rademacher functions on [0, I]; the smallest of such 
constants C is denoted C, . Note that if H is a Hilbert space, C, = 1. 
The main result of this paper is the following theorem, originally proved by 
Maurey in the commutative case. The basic idea of the proof is the same as 
in [5, Exp. XXII, p. 4-61 (or rather as in [4, Exp. XXII, p. 211, which is dual 
to Maurey’s proof). 
MAIN THEOREM. Let OZ be a C*-algebra and E a Banach space of cotype 2. If u 
is aJinite rank operator from 13 to E, there exists a positive linear form f on a with 
11 f/la* < 1 such that 
vx E a, II +)I1 < @‘“(G)z II u II {f ((x*x + xx*)/2)>““. (1.1) 
If u is no longer assumed of finite rank then we have: 
COROLLARY 1 .l. Let 02 and E be as in the main theorem. Assume that u is a 
bounded linear operator from a to E. Assume that u is approximable in the following 
sense :
There exists a net (z&t of finite rank operators from GY to E such that 
and 
sup II ui /I = M < 00 
id 
vx E a, h&f II ui(x)ll 2 1~ u(X>lI. 
Then there exists a positive linear form f in the unit ball of GP such that 
VXEOZ 11 u(x)]1 < M61’“(Ce)2 . {f ((x*x + xx”)/2)}1/2; (1.2) 
consequently, the operator u factors through a Hilbert space. 
Proof of Corollary 1.1. By the main theorem we can find for each i E I a 
linear form fi 3 0, /j fi 11 < 1 such that 
vx E a !I ui(x)ll < II ui II @‘2(C,)2ifi((x*~ + xx*)/2)Y2. (l-3) 
By passing to a subnet we can assume that fi + f in the topology ~(a*, GZ) with 
f > 0 and 11 f I/ < 1. Passing to the limit in (1.3) we get the announced result (1.2). 
Finally, u can be factorized in the following way: 02 -tJf L,(Q?, f) +p H +’ E, 
where His the closure of Jr(a) in L,(O& f ), P is th e orthogonal projection onto H, 
and 1 is the operator corresponding to (1.2). Q.E.D. 
In the above situation, if either /72 or E has the bounded approximation 
property (e.g., if a or E is isomorphic to a space “metriquement accessible”in 
the terminology of [2]), then every bounded operator u: cpG+ E is “approximable” 
(in the sense of Corollary 1. I) and therefore factors through a Hilbert space. 
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In particular, let H be some Hilbert space; we denote B(H) (resp. N(H)) the 
space of all bounded (resp. nuclear) operators on H with the usual operator 
(resp. nuclear) norm. N(H) is of cotype 2 (see [8] and Section 2) and obviously 
has the bounded approximation property; therefore, we can state: 
COROLLARY 1.2. Every bounded linear operator from B(H) to N(H) factors 
through a Hilbert space. 
Remark 1.1. In the setting of Corollary 1 .l, let us assume that there exists 
an increasing family (6&, of finite-dimensional C*-subalgebras of 6Z! such that 
Uiel G& is dense in &, it is then easy to check that the conclusions of Corollary 1.1 
hold for an arbitrary operator U: GZ ---f E. More generally, it is enough to assume 
that GYis locally finite dimensional in the following sense: There exist an increasing 
family (A&,, of finite-dimensional linear subspaces of 6Y, a family of C*- 
algebras (0&, and a collection of linear isomorphisms Ti: A, -+ G& such that 
Vie1 Ai is dense in 02 and 
sup II Ti II II Till; < 00. 
id 
The preceding notion of local finite dimensionality is the analog for C*-algebras 
of the .L3, spaces of [13]. We do not know whether or not every C*-algebra is 
locally finite dimensional. 
For the proof of the main theorem we first introduce an extension of the theory 
of q-absolutely summing operators in the setting of C*-algebras. 
DEFINITION 1.2. Let u be an operator on a C*-algebra GZ with values in a 
Banach space E. Assume 0 < q < co. We say that u is q - C*-summing if 
there exists a constant C such that for any finite sequence (A, ,..., A,) of 
Hermitian elements of GZ one has 
(1.4) 
The smallest constant C for which (1.4) holds is denoted C&U). 
Remark 1.2. If @ is commutative, then clearly u: a + E is q - C*-summing 
if and only if it is q-absolutely summing in the usual sense. This is no longer true 
in the noncommutative case: let Q! be the algebra of all bounded operators on 
the Hilbert space of sequences Z2, if P is a projection in GY with one-dimensional 
range, then the map A -+ AP from GZ into itself is 1 - C*-summing, but is not 
q-absolutely summing if 0 < q < co. In the general case, if u: G? + E is q- 
absolutely summing then it is q - C*-summing and C,(U) < 2~,(u) if q > 1. 
This is easily seen using Fact 3 in Section 0 and the fact that if f is a positive 
element of norm less than 1 in a*, we have 
‘dAEGF?fi) If (4 G {f (I A lgW4 if 431. 
580/29/3-9 
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The following is the natural extension of Pietsch’s factorization theorem 
(cf. [13]) in the C*-algebra setting. 
The proof obviously extends to 
PROPOSITION 1.1. If u: lZ + E is q - F-summing then there exists a positive 
linear form f on G? of norm less than 1 such that 
vx E G& II WI d C*(uNf (I x I*)FY (1.5) 
Where we have denoted lZh the Hermitian elements of 6% 
Proof. Let K be the set off in GE* which satisfy f > 0 and ]I f 11 < 1. As is 
well known, K is a convex compact subset of CY* for the topology u(fl*, GZ). 
Moreover VA E U& 
II A II = up If (AlI (1.6) 
(cf. [I, Corollaire 2.6.3, p. 391). 
If one considers the collection V of continuous functions on K of the form 
%l,....Aq)(f 1 = (C,(u)>” f f (I Ai IQ) - f II 4411q, 
i=l 1 
one sees easily that %? is a convex cone in C(K). Moreover (1.4) and (1.6) ensure 
that V is disjoint from the open cone 0 = {q~ E C(K); max q~ < O}. By the 
Hahn-Banach theorem, there exists a positive measure X on K such that 
Obviously we can assume that h is a probability measure on K, setting f = 
SK K X(&z), we immediately obtain (1.5) and conclude the proof. 
Remark 1.3. It follows clearly from Proposition 1.1 that C,(u) is a decreasing 
function of q. 
We will need two propositions for the proof of the main theorem. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let u be a 4 - C*-summing operator from GZ to a Banach 
space E of cotype 2, then u is necessarily 2 - F-summing and 
C,(u) < 31’4Gc4(~), (1.7) 
where C, is the cotype 2 constant of E as dejined in Definition 1.1 above. 
The proof is based on the following elementary lemma. 
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LEMMA 1 .I. Let A, , A, ,..., A,, be Hermitian elements in Ol, then the following 
inequality holds: 
Proof. The argument is classical. We can develop 
+ 1 ri(t) rj(t)(AiAj + A,A,). 
l&Q+ 
Therefore, by the orthogonality of (rirJiCj , we get 
j ($ r,(t) Ai)*dt = (iI Ai2)’ + l,tz,n (AtAj + AjAi)2. 
Then, using Fact 1 in Section 0, we have 
hence 
(A,Aj + AjAi)2 < 2(A,AtA, + A,Af2A,); 
C (A,Ai+AiA,)“<2 
l<i<j<n 
Now, using Fact 2 in Section 0, the last line is less than 
We therefore obtain the announced inequality, 
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Proof of Proposition 1.2. It follows from Lemma 1.1 that 
By applying the definition of 4 - C*-summing operators we have 
therefore 
dt G ~(C,(U))~ I/ f Ai2 /ipi 
1 
but by definition of cotype 2 spaces 
We can combine the last two inequalities to get 
which means precisely that C,(u) < 31/4CEC4(z4). 
Remark. I am indebted to A. Nahoum for pointing out an improvement of 
the constant in (1.8). 
The following proposition is an easy interpolation statement. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Let q be such that 2 < q < co and let u be a 2 - C”- 
summing operator on Ol with values in a Banach space E; necessarily, 
C,(u) < C2(u)2i* 11 u p-2/*. 
Proof. Since u is 2 - C*-summing we can find f in OF, positive with 
11 f 11 < 1 such that 
VXE&, II 44ll G c2wf(l x lZ)Y- (1.10) 
We prove below that 
VXE&, II 4gl < Cz(fP II u lY’“{f (I x l*)v 
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This last inequality clearly implies Proposition 1.3. We want to estimate 
which we can rewrite as 
sup (SUP{ll 4Y)II IY E ai& 7 Y E ad J-(IY I") < l)), ZE ozh 
where we have denoted r&) the commutative C*-algebra spanned by the 
Hermitian element X. 
By Gelfand’s theorem there exists an isomorphism of G&(r) with C(IM,) the 
space of continuous functions tending to zero at infinity on the spectrum M, 
of 0&.) . Denote @,: C(M,) + GE&.) this isomorphism. It is clear that f induces 
on G&.) a linear form corresponding to a positive measure pz on M, with 
IIPJ < 1. 
Let us set for each x in & 
(with the usual convention for 4 = co). We have 
Now, by the Riesz interpolation theorem (actually in our case it reduces to 
Holder’s inequality by working with the transpose of u@~) 
A,(q) < ll,(2)wl,c( coy-2’4. 
It is clear from (1.10) that 42) < C,(u). M oreover, it is easy to check that 
AC(~) = II u II* 
We conclude that 
A < C2(zp 11 24 /p*, 
which is the announced statement. 
Proof of the Main Theorem. Let u: a + E be a finite rank operator. We first 
claim that C,(U) < co. By using Fact 3 in Section 0, we can write u as 
?fi OXi> with xis E, 
fi being positive linear forms on aC, of norm 1. 
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We then have, Vx E O$ , 
II u(x)ll < $ II xi II If<(x)I 
G t II xi I/ Ui(l x I”>>“” 
which yields C,(U) < (xr I/ xi j12)1/2 (1 xrjd 111/2 < co. Now the proof follows 
by extrapolation: 
We have by Proposition 1.2 C,(u) < 3114CEC4(~), and by Proposition 1.3 
C,(U) < (C,(u) II u j\)1/2. Combining, we obtain 
‘34 < 3”“‘%(c&) 11 U 11)1’2- 
Because C,(u) < co, we can divide by (C2(~))1/2 and we obtain finally 
C2(4 < 31’2(CE)2 II f.4 Il. 
Therefore (cf. Proposition 1.1) there exists a positive linear formf on CpG with 
llf\l < 1 such that 
VXEG!&, II 44ll G 3”2(CE)2 II 24 IIMl x 12V2. 
If x is in a, we can write x = xl + ix, with xi , x2 Hermitian. We have 
II 44ll < II &)ll + II G2)ll G 31’2(CE)2 II u II WI Xl 12W2 + (f(l x2 12Y'"> 
< @‘2(G)2 II u II Ml x1 I2 + I x2 12)Y2. 
It remains to observe that (XX* + x*x)/2 = xl2 + x22 to conclude the proof of 
the main theorem. 
2. APPLICATIONS TO C*-ALGEBRAS 
For self-completeness, we first deduce a result of Tomczak-Jaegermann [S] 
from the material of Section 1: 
COROLLARY 2.1 [8]. The dual @* of a (F-algebra Q? is of cotype 2, more 
precisely 
C,, < 4(6)112 (2.1) 
(the estimate in [8] is better than (2.1): C’g* < 2e112). 
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Proof. In the commutative case, the above corollary is well known. The 
cotype 2 constant of any nontrivial &-space was computed in [7] : 
Consider x1 ,..., x, in a*. Let .M, be the a-field generated by the n-first 
Rademacher functions yl , . . . , yn on [0, 11. We denote I,” (resp. Zr”) the space 
@” equipped with the norm (01~ ,..., a,) + sup [ 01~ 1 (resp. C 1 01~ I). We consider 
an operator w: 1,” -+ L,(.ds; 02”) defined by 
W(% I..., a,) = i Y{(S) Dlixi . 
1 
One can check easily that 
w is the adjoint of an operator w’: L,(.A%‘~; GZ) + IIn. Clearly, L,(An; a) is a 
C*-algebra; therefore, we may apply the main theorem, and we obtain a fac- 
torization of w’ as follows: 
L&d,,; a) --% H --% l,“, 
where H is a Hilbert space and 11 u 11 Ijv jl < 61/2(C11,)2 11 w (I. Since (cf. [7]), 
CIlw = 21j2, we have II u /I /I w // < 2 6rj2 I\ w /I. 
After transposition, the preceding diagram gives a factorization of w in the 
following manner: 
1 m ra k H t(L L,(t/A?~; a*). 
If we denote (e, ,..., e,) the canonical basis of I,“, we can write 
Hence, 
(C II xi 112)1’2 = (C II 54 % I12)li2 G II 2~ II (C II QJei llz)1’2 
< II u II I! 2, II G 2 w2 II w II- 
Using (2.2) we conclude, as announced, that C’,, = 4(6)l12. 
The following corollary restates the main theorem in the setting conjectured 
by:Grothendieck [2, p. 731. We prove Grothendieck’s conjecture except for a 
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problem of approximation which we could not settle in general. It should be 
added that Grothendieck asserts [2, p. 73, line 111 that what we prove below is 
enough to obtain the general case, but his argument seems to have been lost. 
COROLLARY 2.2. Let G& 93 be two F-algebras and let u be a bounded bilinear 
form on CPI x g. We make the following assumption? 
There exists a net (ui) of bilinear forms of Jinite rank (i.e., corresponding 
to an operator from a into 93’* of finite rank) such that 
and 
SUP /I Ui 11 = M < 00 
V(x, y) E a x a, hinf I +, Y)I 2 I 4x, 3% 
Then there exist positive linear forms f, g in the unit balls of respectively, GY* and 
a*, respectively such that 
V(x, y) E a x a’, I 4x, ~11 G KWf(l x I”) . g(1 Y l”W”, 
where K is a universal constant. 
Proof. Assume first that u is of finite rank, u can then be identified with an 
operator a from 13 to 99’” by: 
V(X,Y) Ea x g8, u(x, Y) = @(x), Y>. 
Since LB* is of cotype 2 by Tomczak-Jaegermann’s result (see Corollary 2.1), 
we have by the main theorem: 3 f E GY*, f 3 0, I[ f I/ < 1 such that 
vx E a, II G>ll < ~9’~ II u II (C.wd2 (f (I x IV”. 
We can obviously reinterpret this last line as a factorization ii = wJ~ with 
w:L,(@ f) -+ SY* such that ]I w 11 < 6l/a /I u 11 (Ca*)2. Clearly w is the adjoint 
of an operator w’ from LS? to L,(GI!, f) with /I w’ 11 = II w 11. Applying the main 
theorem to w’, we obtain 
VycE, II 4 r)ll < v2 II w II Ml Y 12N1’“. 
Finally, we can write V(x, y) E Ql x 3%’ 
I ~x,Y)I = I<%Y)I = I(wJG,Y>I = I(Jrx,wP>I 
< II JP II . II W’Y II 
< 6 II u II (Cd {f (I x I”) . dl Y I”W” 
< 576 II u II {f (I x I”) *Al Y I”)>“” (using (2.1)). 
1 This assumption is automatically satisfied in either aor g has the bounded approxima- 
tion property. 
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Now, if u satisfies the assumption in Corollary 2.2, we can apply the above result 
to the bilinear form ui , and we conclude the proof by a compactness argument 
just as in Corollary 1.1. 
Remark 2.1. We have at no point attempted to improve the constants in 
all the preceding inequalities. In [S], it is proved that C,, < 2e1/2 for any C*- 
algebra 99. This leads to K < 24.e in Corollary 2.2. Actually, using the method 
presented in the Appendix, we can show that K < 12. We only sketch the argu- 
ment: let u be a bilinear form of finite rank on CPI x 99; we define, for 2 < 4 < cc, 
the number D,(U) as the smallest of those scaIars X such that, for any finite 
sequence (xi, yi) of Hermitian elements in Q! x S9, the following inequality 
holds: 
One can check that there exist positive linear formsf, andf, in the unit balls of 
G!!* and g*, respectively, such that 
In particular, we can find f 3 0 and g 2 0 in the unit balls of CPG* and 9?* 
such that 
V(X,Y)EaL X-%&Y I 4% Y)l G ~2WLf(l x I”>g(I x 12W2* (2.3) 
If x and y are no longer assumed Hermitian in (2.3), then (2.3) remains true with 
2D,(u) instead of D2(u). Consequently, we can prove easily by Riesz’ interpolation 
theorem [15] and Gelfand’s representation theorem that D4(u) < (2D,(u) /I u 11)1/a. 
On the other hand, Lemma 1.1 immediately yields that D2(u) < 3V2D,(u). 
Combining these last two inequalities, we obtain D,(u) < 6 I/ u 11; this clearly 
implies K < 12 in Corollary 2.2. 
Remark 2.2. The general conjecture in [2] is that the conclusion in Corollary 
2.2 holds for any bounded bilinear form on GZ x 97. If this conjecture is true 
then every bounded operator from @ to &?* factors through a Hilbert space; 
since Hilbert spaces have the metric approximation property, this will imply that 
any bounded bilinear form on CPG x .%’ satisfies the assumption in Corollary 2.2. 
Therefore, the general case is reduced to a problem of approximation. The 
reader can easily check that if either cpl or SY is “locally finite dimensional” 
(cf. Remark 1.1) then Corollary 2.2 holds for an arbitrary bounded bilinear form u. 
Remark 2.3. It is easily seen that the above corollary is false if 1 x 1 is defined 
either as (x*,)lj2 or as (xx*)~/~. The choice of 1 x 1 = ((XX* + x*x)/~)‘/~ is 
therefore a necessity. 
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The following corollary was conjectured by Ringrose in “linear mappings 
between operator algebras” [6] where four equivalent reformulations of the 
problem are given. 
COROLLARY 2.3. Let CY, k@ be two C*-algebras and let u be a bounded linear 
operator from r? to a. Then the following inequality holds for arbitrary finite 
sequences x1 ,..., x, in GI!z 
where His a universal constant (H < 61j2). 
Proof. As is well known (see [l, Corollary 2.6.3, p. 39]), if 2 = Cl” I u(xi)12 
is given in ~8, there exists a positive linear form g on g such that Ij g 11 < 1 
and (g, 2) = 11 2 /I. Obviously we have (see the notation in Section 0) 
11 J,(Z1lz)l\ = {g(Z)}li2. The operator J, o u takes its values in the Hilbert 
space L,(9, g); therefore we can apply to it the main theorem. We get (there 
is no restriction on approximation because a Hilbert space has the metric 
approximation property): There exists fin G’*, positive such that jl f (I < 1 and 
VXECJ?, II J,4x)ll < m2 II JP Illf (I x 12N1’” 
G w2 II u II { f (I x 12)P’“> 
which can be written as 
Therefore, 
vx E a, Ml ~x)I~>I”~ d w2 II u II tf (I x l”)P’“. 
g(f l+i,12) < (61'2:14)2f(~ bi12) 
i=l 1 
i.e., by the initial choice of g, 
// $ I u(xi)12 / 9 < (61’2 II u llYf(i: I xi I’) 
1 
G P2 II u II)” /I c I xi I2 lia 1 
The square root of this last inequality is the announced result. 
Note that if, in Corollary 2.3, both rX? and g are assumed commutative then 
the conclusion trivially holds with H = I. Some other particular cases are given 
in [6]. Let E, F be Banach spaces and CPG a Cc-algebra. It is clear that if an 
operator u: a -+ E is q - C*-summing and if w: E + F is bounded then 
w 0 u is also q - C*-summing and C,(wu) < 11 w/I C,(u). For compositions 
of operators on the other side, all we can see is the following obvious reformula- 
tion of Corollary 2.3. 
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COROLLARY 2.4. Let CT, 9Y be two C*-algebras and let E be a Banach space. 
If u: a + E is 2 - P-summing then for any bounded operator vu: Ul-+ a, 
u o v is also 2 - C*-summing and 
where His the constant in Corollary 2.3. 
Concluding Remark. It would probably be interesting to develop further 
the theory of 4 - C*-summing operators. Actually, this notion is more ana- 
logous to q-integral operators than to q-absolutely summing operators because 
we consider only operators defined on the whole of a C*-algebra OZ. If F is a 
linear subspace of fl and if u is an operator from F to another Banach space E, 
we could say that u is 4 - C*-summing, 0 < q < co, if there exists a constant 
C such that, for any finite subset (xi ,..., x,) of F, we have 
(2.4) 
where we have denoted by x’ and x” the real and imaginary parts of any x in F. 
In the case when F = CY or when F is a C*-subalgebra of 6Y, this coincides with 
the notion of Definition 1.1. 
Clearly, the Pietsch factorization theorem still holds (same proof as Propo- 
sition 1 .I), and (2.4) implies If E a*, f > 0, Ij f 11 < 1 such that 
Vx E E II u(x)ll ,< C{f(l x’ I* + I xv iq)Fq. 
As a consequence, we can observe that any operator u: F + E satisfying (2.4) 
with q = 2 extends to a 2 - C*-summing operator U: a+ E still verifying (2.4) 
with q = 2. 
This leads to the following consequence of the main theorem: If g is a C*- 
subalgebra of a and if E is of cotype 2, then every “approximable” operator 
from SY to E extends to the whole of GY. 
APPENDIX: ON GROTHENDIECK'S CONSTANTS 
Grothendieck’s “fundamental theorem of the metric theory of tensor products” 
was reformulated in [13] as follows: 
Grothendieck’s Inequality 
Let I16 denote either Iw or 43. Let (aii)l&i,i6n be an n x n matrix of elements of 
H such that V(Q) E K”, V(tj) E K” 
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Then, for arbitrary n-tuples (h, ,..., h,) (A, ,..., lz,) in a Hilbert space H, one has 
where K is an absolute constant the smallest value of which is denoted KG . 
It should be emphasized that the constant K, depends on the choice of the 
field of scalars K (to distinguish the two cases we denote K,” and KGC the 
constants in the real and complex cases, respectively). Moreover, we denote 
l&s(N) and KGC(N) the constants we obtain in the preceding statement when 
we restrict ourselves to an N-dimensional Hilbert space H. Obviously KGK(N) 
tends to KGod when N goes to infinity. 
The proof which we give below is based on a principle of extrapolation which 
was used in several previous proofs of Grothendieck’s theorem (see [4 5, 141). 
The proofs in [4,5] are dual to each other; reinterpreted in terms of factorization, 
the proof below appears as a simple combination of both the arguments in 
i4, 51. 
Grothendieck estimated KGR in [2] as KGm < sh 7~12 < 2.302, and KGa: < 
2 sh 7r/2. He also proved that KG Iw >, n/2. His argument yields in the complex 
case that KcC 2 4/n, although it is erroneously written in [2, p. 591 that KG 3 
r/2 in the complex case also. These estimates were improved by Rietz [16] to 
KcR < 2.261; Kaijser [II] used the same argument as Rietz to establish 
KGC < 1.607. We prove below that KG c < er-Y, where y is the Euler constant: 
y = limn+m (1 + ... + l/n - log n). This gives numerically KGC < 1.527 < 
7r/2. The real and complex constants are related to each other by the easily 
checked inequality 
KGR < K32) KcC. (2) 
It is clear that KGIw(2) > 21j2, but the exact value seemed to be unknown until 
recently; indeed. after this paper was submitted, Krivine [17] proved that 
KGR(2) = 2r/2. Using this result and our bound for the complex constant 
together with (2), one obtains a majorization of the real constant which improves 
[16]. Even more recently, Krivine [18] obtained a much better result. He proved 
that 
KGR < 742 log(1 + 21/2)]-’ = 1.782..., 
and he conjectures that this is the best possible estimate. 
Proof of Grothendieck’s Inequality 
Let q be a number such that 2 < q < co. We denote simply L, the space 
L,([O, 11, dt) and I] jlC its usual norm. We define the number K,(a) as the smallest 
constant X for which the inequality 
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holds for arbitrary n-tuples (vi) and (!Pj) in L, . Clearly: Vq > 2, K,(u) < CO 
(obviously K,(U) < Ci,j 1 a<j 1). 
The theorem we wish to prove asserts precisely that K,(a) < K, where K is 
an absolute constant. First we observe that K,(u) < 1: Because of the assump- 
tion (l), we have 
1st 
F;“ij@i(t)yjO)dtI G j jC”i@i(t)yj(t)l OTt 
G s (TgT‘n” I &)I y; I ~dt)l) at 
< y:; II 9% llm yz’n” IIulj llm *
From the estimate of K,(u) alone we do not derive K,(u) directly, but this can 
be done from K,(u) whenever 2 < q < CO. 
STEP 1. K,(a) < (II g Ila)2&(4, where g is a Gaussian mean zero random 
variable2 normalized in L, . 
Proof. Let J be the embedding of I, in L, defined by 
VII = (%),,N E 12 J((%>n) = 1 %lgn 7 
where (g,) is a sequence of independent copies of a Gaussian 
variable g with 
s 
) g(t))2 dt = 1 on (LO, 11,W 
As is well known, we have Var E l2 
II g IIQ (c I % ly = /I c %Lg72 ij* = II b IIQ *
complex random 
(3) 
Moreover, ‘da, /3 E Z2 , j( Ja)(t)( J/3)(t) dt = (Ja, J/Q = (a, /I); therefore we can 
write: Vh, E 1, , kj E I, , 
< K&)(ll g II,>” ‘i$; II hi II ~<y II b II, 
which means that K,(u) < K,(u)(ll g II,)“. 
2 By definition, a complex valued Gaussian random variable has equidistributed 
independent Gaussian real and imaginary parts. 
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The next step is a simple interpolation argument. 
STEP 2. Vp E 12, a[, K,(a) < K2(a)2/*. 
Proof Whenever E is a Banach space, we denote Z,n(E) (resp. Z,*(E)) the 
the space En equipped with the norm (x$=r + sup I] xi /I (resp. C 11 xi II). Let 6 
be the operator defined on Z,“(L,) by 
qv, ,...) Yn) = 1 UijYj 
( i 
. 
j 
i=1.....n 
If I/p + l/p = 1, it is clear that K,(a) is equal to the norm of CT as an operator 
from Zmn(L,) to Z,“(L,). Th ere ore, f we can apply an interpolation theorem of 
Benedeck and Panzone [9] which ensures that K,(a) is a logarithmically convex 
function of l/q. We have, therefore, K,(a) < K2(a)eK,(a)1-8 with l/q = 
e/2 + (1 - 0)/m; since K,(a) < I, this proves Step 2. 
cf.mc1usiGn 
Combining both steps we have 
K,(a) < (II g ll,>2~2(42’q- 
After dividing by K2(u)2/q, we get 
K,(u) < (11 g 1jq)2/(1--2/4). 
We have therefore proved that 
VP E 12, 4, KGc < (II g Ilp)a/cl-zlq) 
Letting 4 go to 2, we get at the limit 
This gives 
KGc < expW Ig I2 log I g I”>. 
therefore (cf. [IO, formula 83b, p. 811) KG c < el-v, where y is the Euler constant. 
Remarks. (1) The above proof fails in the real case because Step 2 is then 
false; (uii) = (: -i) is a counterexample. 
(2) With the notation of the above proof, it can be shown (cf. [12, theortme 
2.11) that, for each 4 with 2 < 4 < co, there exist positive scalars (Xi)FX1 and 
(/.&r withE Xi = C /+ = 1 such that 
‘d(Q) E K”, V($) E K”, 
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Knowing this result, one can establish Step 2 above using the classical Riesz 
interpolation theorem 1151 instead of referring to [9]. 
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